
 

Jolly Phonics Flashcards Pdf 15

this is a set with 60 picture flash cards covering all the letter sounds
taught in jolly phonics, plus 17 alternatives, that can be printed multiple
times! the cards are an easy and fun way for kids to master their letter

sounds, and remember and discuss new words they learn in jolly
phonics. i really enjoyed these flashcards, they are really easy to use
and they are great for your child to work on. it is a great way to have

fun while you work on your literacy skills. i would thoroughly
recommend these cards as a great way to start your child off with jolly
phonics. now you can make your own flashcards in just minutes, using
our ipad product for printing only. simply tap your child to a card, start
the story, flip the card over, tap the picture to print the sound, and tick
the box to print spelling. and our flashcard/jelly packs are printed twice!
if you do have time to make your own card packs, why not use our free

card pack template to speed things up for you. simply print the
template and cover, then cut along the dotted line, before folding the

card pack. tip for this activity: make sure you teach your child to
distinguish a word on its own as separate from a the beginning or

middle. for example, you wouldnt say the first word of a sentence, but
you would say the first word in a story. you could say the first word of a
story is butterfly, but the first word in the sentence is it. that way your

child doesnt get confused when they hear a sentence and believe it
begins with it instead of butterfly. your child wont remember if they got

it right on the flashcards or if they heard it in the sentence.

Jolly Phonics Flashcards Pdf 15

This pack contains 60 double-sided flashcards, that cover all the letter
sounds and word parts, plus 17 alternative spellings, that teach the

alphabet and the digraphs. On one side of the cards a picture is shown,
along with dots, which indicate the number of sounds in the word. On

the reverse of each card, the letter sound and word relating to the
picture are shown. The pack contains 60 double-sided flashcards and 1
instruction booklet. Each card is 14.5cm (L) x 10.3cm (w) These cards

are designed for whole class or group practice and are ideal for use with
children aged 3-7 years, to help them develop awareness of letter

sounds and digraphs. This pack of 60 double-sided flashcards covers the
whole course of the Jolly Phonics programme in one handy, pocket-sized

pack. Jolly Phonics Picture Flashcards are designed for whole class or
group practice and are ideal for use with children aged 3-7 years, to

help them develop awareness of letter sounds and digraphs. This pack
of 60 double-sided flashcards covers all the 43 letter sounds taught in
Jolly Phonics, plus 17 alternative spellings. On one side of the cards a

picture is shown, along with dots, which indicate the number of sounds
in the word. On the reverse of each card, the letter sound and word
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relating to the picture are shown. The pack contains 60 double-sided
flashcards and 1 instruction booklet. Each card is 14. The 60 Jolly
Phonics Picture Flashcards are designed for whole class or group

practice and are ideal for use with children aged 3-7 years, to help them
develop awareness of letter sounds and digraphs. This set of 60 picture
flash cards covers all the 43 letter sounds taught in Jolly Phonics, plus
17 alternatives. On one side of the cards a picture is shown, along with
dots, which indicate the number of sounds in the word. On the reverse

of each card, the letter sound and word relating to the picture are
shown. The pack contains 60 double-sided flashcards and 1 instruction

booklet. 5ec8ef588b
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